However, there are many grounds for being dissatisfied with an analysis dependent upon but two moments, the mean and variance, of a statistical distribution. I have long used the following, almost obvious, theorem in lectures. When challenged to find it in the literature, I was unable to produce a reference--even though I should think it must have been stated more than once.
Theorem I: If U(X) is a strictly concave and smooth function that is monotonic for non-negative X, and (X ,...,Xn) are EEaXiaXi yiy. < 0 for all non-negative X's and not all y's 11 axiaxi vanishing.
Remarks: Differentiability assumptions could be lightened.
It is not true, by the way, that -X + -X has a "uniformly morebunched distribution" than X1 or X2 separately, as simple examples (even with finite P2) can show: still the risk averter will always benefit from diversification. The finiteness of p2 is important. Thus, for a Cauchy distribution -X + -X has the same distribution as 2 1 2 2 either X1 or X2 separately; for the arc-sine Pareto-Levy case, it has a worse distribution. The proof fails because the postulated E [U] cannot exist (be finite) for any concave U.
The General Case of Symmetric Interdependence
We can now drop the assumption of independence of distribution, replacing it by the less restrictive postulate of a symmetric joint distribution. I.e., we replace F(x1) ... F(xn) by Prob{X1 < x1, X2 < X2' ... X_ < x } = P(xx2 xn where P is a symmetric function in its arguments. We can rule out, as trivial, the case where the x's are connected by an exact functional relation, which in view of symmetry would have to take the form x1 = x2 = ...=x =x Prob{X < x} = P(x) = P(x,...,x)
We do stipulate finite means, variances, and covariances 
where, for U" < 0, 0 is a strictly concave function.
Then if
necessarily n1 > ? and * < 1.
This will first be proved for n = 2, since the general case can be reduced down to that case. Denoting 30(X1,X2)/axi by i(X1Vx2), we need only show the following to be positive
if U"(x2) < 0, since the Pearsonian correlation coefficient between any monotone-decreasing function and its argument is negative.
We reduce n > 2 to the n = 2 case by defining 
.for n variables -l/(n-l).)
The whole point of this paper is to free the analysis from dependence on means, variances, and covariances. What is now needed is the generalization of the concept of negative linear correlation of the Pearsonian type. The natural tool is found in the concept of conditional probability of each variable, say xi, and the requirement that increasing all or any other variables x; be postulated to reduce this conditional probability.
Thus, define Prob{X. < x,jeach other X. = x.} = P(xjly),
where X is the vector (xl,x.. Xi+l xn)
As always with conditional probabilities P(Xjlx.) = P(x1lx2 ...,xn) dP(xlx2 i n where the last divisor Q(x-) = Q(x1,.. .,xi,x1i,...,xn) is assumed not to vanish.
The appropriate generalization of pair-wise negative correlation or negative interdependence is the requirement aP(x. X ) 1(xi < 0 j # i aj Theorem IV, which I shall not prove, states that where the joint probability distribution has the property of negative interdependence as thus defined, and has a common mean expectation for every investment, E[x.] = P, every investment must enter with positive weight in the optimal portfolio of a risk-averter with strictly concave U(x). Buying shares in a coal and in an ice company is a familiar example of such diversification strategy.
Having now shown that quite general conclusions can be rigorously proved for models that are free of the restrictive assumption that only two moments count, I ought to say a few words about how objectionably special the 2-moment theories are (except for textbook illustrations and simple proofs). To do this, I must review critically the conditions under which it is believed the mean-variance theories are valid. Prob{X1 < x ,X < ,Xn -n | a < 1
Then in the limit as a -0, only the first 2 moments of E X x. will turn out to count in E[U(x)] = f(p,ac,...). In the extreme limit, even the second moment will count for less and less: for a small enough the mean money outcome will dominate in decision making. Similarly, when a is small, but not limitingly small, the third moment of skewness will still count along with the mean and variance; then the third-degree polynomial form of U(x) (its Taylor's expansion up to that point) will count. As Dr. M. Richter has shown in the cited paper, an n degree polynomial for U(x) implies, and is implied, by the condition that only the first n statistical moments count.
3. If each of the colnstituent elements of (x1,...,xn) is normally distributed, then so will be z=EZXx. and then it will be the case that X.x. does have a smaller and smaller dispersion so that we might switch from reliance on the central limit theorem of normality to the 2-moment Taylor-expansion justification given in paragraph 2 above. The law of large numbers, which is even more basic than the central limit theorem involving normality, assures us that zn becomes more and more tightly bunched around some positive value and this fact will make the quadratic approximation applicable in the limit.
4. A final defense of the mean-variance formulation, in which E[U(x)] is replaced by f( ji,a), comes when x belongs to a 2-parameter probability distribution P(x; l02). u (X-P) dP (X;0e02) = h2(01,02)
Then, provided the Jacobian a(p,G)/a(0 ,0) # 0, each 6. can be
